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FactoryTalk Serial Number Online Activation was an ajax off-line form-based application. It could be used by a PC to either add a serial number or a product key to a file on the hard drive or it could also add a full activation from the file on a web server. FactoryTalk was more flexible in which host IDs
it allowed and how it produced the serial numbers or product keys. For software with a serial number table it used the serial numbers in a text file, and it could use any product key for any serial number for later convenience. Activation Server could be used to add a serial number and a product key
to a file on a hard drive or web server. For software with a text file of serial numbers and a text file of product keys, it either used the text file or used its own internal database. It could even generate a new host ID, serial number, and product key for non-FCP use. All version of its activation server
used RC5 cryptography with the public and private key encrypted in the data file and the dongle encrypted in the dongle. Data encryption has improved over time and was used until the re-release of its version 3.1 Activation Server. After 2012, its activation server was back-doored. CodeMeter
Activations can be logged in a database and compared against a software serial number list, which can be a lookup table in a database, a text file or a spreadsheet. A serial number database can be created in its own spreadsheet file and shared to the CodeMeter Activation Manager. CodeMeter
activations are then done one-at-a-time. FactoryTalk Activation was an ajax off-line form-based application, which could be used by a PC to either add a serial number or a product key to a file on the hard drive or it could also add a full activation from the file on a web server. FactoryTalk was more
flexible in which host IDs it allowed and how it produced the serial numbers or product keys.
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Our PowerFlex 7000 Medium Voltage AC Drives are air-cooled or liquid-cooled drivesavailable ina broad power range of 20034000 Hp andsupply voltages of 24006600V AC. These general purpose, stand-alone drives control speed, torque, direction, starting, and stopping of standard asynchronous or
synchronous AC motors. For each PowerFlex AC or DC, we employ a Qualified PowerFlex machine made to factory standards and specifications for each of its features. These Qualified machines are then assigned a Universal Product Code (UPC) and are certified to be within the power and speed

limits of the PowerFlex AC and DC series. While many PowerFlex AC and DC drives are available direct from Rockwell, we found that the qualification and certification processes established by the parts manufacturer can take anywhere from 30 to 45 days, so we went an alternate route. As a result,
the PowerFlex AC and DC drives in this series are listed at half the power and half the speed compared to the same parts on the Rockwell Qualified power scale. For the latest versions of the PowerFlex AC and DC series, we've started using CodeMeter to activate the software. So, the serial number

for the PowerFlex AC and DC drives is the same as it's the MAC for the ODBC. It looks a little like this: when you make rockwell automation your automation partner, you will benefit from state-of-the-art software and systems that are cost-effective, scalable and flexible. our solutions are robust,
reliable and simple to deploy. rockwell automation is a solution provider that helps you get the most out of your automated equipment by providing a complete portfolio of solutions. our solutions help you to save time and money, enhance product quality, and improve your manufacturing processes.

rockwell automation solutions are delivered in various ways including software, hardware, services and training. 5ec8ef588b
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